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v’shamru

  

 is a small piece of biblical 
text that comes from Exodus 
31.16-17. It is used in a number 
of places in Jewish liturgy. It is 
sung before the Friday Night 
, as part of the Shabbat 
morning , and as part of 
the Shabbat afternoon . 
Because it ends with the words 
 “observe Shabbat 
and resoul”, it is the source for 
the idea that Jews receive an 
“extra soul” on Shabbat.
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	 The	Families-of-Israel	shall	KEEP	SHABBAT	  .1

	 to	MAKE	SHABBAT	  .2

	 in	every	generation	as	a	forever	COVENANT.	  .3

	 Between	Me	and	the	Families-of-Israel	  .4

	 SHABBAT	is	a	forever	sign.	  .5

	 Because	in	six	days	ADONAI	MADE	  .6

	 heavens	and	earth,	  .7

	 but	on	The	Seventh	Day	  .8

	 God	had	a	SHABBAT	and	re-SOULED.	  .9
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Can you see the three letters  in these words?

guard = 

and they will guard = 
our guard = 

  .�

  .�

  .�

 , .4

  .5

 , .6

  .7

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root  .

root analysis
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word parts

to = 
the = 

and = 
me = 

      Take your  
best guess at the 
meaning of this 
text. Your teacher 
will help you with 
your translation.

words

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



generations = 
covenant = 

between = 
she (Shabbat) = 

translation

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the first part of the .
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Can you see the three letters  in these words?

Shabbat =

cease work =
(He) rested =

   .1

   .2 

   .3

     .4


Can you see the three letters  in these words?

soul  =
your soul =

and He rested =

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

root analysis
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the = 
and = 

in/with = 

      Take your  
best guess at the 
meaning of this 
text. Your teacher 
will help you with 
your translation.

word parts words

because = 
heavens = 







_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________



 

translation

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the second half of the .
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In the beginning, God was alone. So God created the angels, the other heavenly 
creatures, and people, too. The first thing God created was light. It was a special 
kind of light—one that came directly from God. On the fourth day of creation God 

created the sun, the moon, and the stars. The original light was hidden away.

On the first Shabbat God stopped working and gathered all of Creation. The angel of 
Shabbat got to sit on the throne of glory, and all of the angels got to rest. They gath-
ered round and folded their six wings. On the seventh day they could not sing. God 
brought Adam and Eve up to heaven to join in the Shabbat celebration. They were 
the ones who began to sing, “It is good to give thanks to God,” the words that later 
started the Shabbat psalm. The angels joined in.

God told Adam and Eve that a piece of the Garden of Eden is in every Shabbat. God 
said, “During Shabbat you will be able to taste the world to come.” God then decided 
that a little bit of the original hidden light would be released into the world every 
Shabbat. (Assembled through the notes in Louis Ginzberg’s Legends of the Jews.)

Questions
1.	What	is	the	special	connection	between	Shabbat	and	people?
2.	How	does	Shabbat	connect	us	to	God?
3.	How	can	knowing	this	story	help	us	to	point	our	hearts	when	we	say		in	the		on	

Shabbat?

The First Shabbat
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.
 is the prayer said on Shabbat morning that celebrates  

the holiness of Shabbat.  is part of this prayer. 

Practice these words and phrases from .
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